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Abstract

We consider a gauge model based on a SXr(3)& i/(l) symmetry in

which the lepion number is violated explicitly by charged scalar and

gauge bosons, including a vector field wiili double electric charge.

1 Introduction

Some years ago, it was pointed out that processes like e~c~ —<• Hr~V~ in

Fig. l(a), if induced by right-handed currents coupled to the vector V",

imply violation of uiutarity at high energies. Then, if the right-handed
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currents are part of a gauge theory, it has been argued that at least some

neutrinos must have non-zero mass [ij.

The argument to justify this follows exactly the same way as in the

usual electroweak theory for the process vv —* \V+ \V~. The graph induced

by an electron exchange has bad high-energy behavior; when the energy

goes to infinity, the respective amplitude violates unitarity [2].

In Fig. l(a) the lower vertex indicates a right-handed current which

absorbs the right-handed antineutrino coming from the upper vertex, which

represents the left-handed current of the electroweak standard model. The

part of the amplitude, corresponding tc Fig. l(a), in which we are interested

is

E pi- I J7* m
*m

a2 - \fi m ' *• '

where UL{UR) is the mixing matrix in the left(right)-handed current, and

q is the 4-momentum transfer [1]. The space-time structure of Eq. (1) is

the same as the charged lepton exchange amplitude in the process vv -*

W*W~ [2]. Then, we must have the same bad high energy behavior of

the last process. One way to avoid this is to have cancellation among the

contributions from the various um exchanges when we add them up; at high

energy and large q2, the latter dominates the denominator in Eq. (1), and

if we require that

the amplitude in Eq. (1) vanishes even at low energies, unless at least one

of the masse» MVm is non-zero. On the other hand, the diagram in Fig. l(a)

or its time reversed one, W~IV~ -> e~e~, appearing in Fig. l(b), when



both vertices are left-handed, proceeds via Majorana massive neutrinos.

Here we are concerned with a gauge model based on a Strt(3) ® lrjv(I)

symmetry. The original motivation leading to the study of this model

stemmed from the observation that a gauge theory must be consistent,

that is, unitary and renonnalizable, independently of the values of some

parameters, like mixing angles. Then, from this point of view, instead of

the condition in Eq. (2) in order to solve the problem placed by the graph

in Pig. l(a), we prefer the introduction of a doubly charged gauge boson

which, like the Z° in the standard model, will restore the good high energy

behavior.

Although there exist in the literature several models based on a SU(3)&

£r(l) gauge symmetry ([3]* [7]), our model has a different representation

content and a quite different new physics at an, in principle, arbitrary mass

scale. The main new features of our model occur in processes in which the

initial electric charge is not zero. Even from the theoretical point of view,

that sort of processes have not been well studied, for instance, general

result* exist only for zero initial charge [Sj.

The plan of tins paper is as follows: Section 2 is devoted to present

the model. Some pbenomenological consequences are given in Sec. 3. In

this way we can estimate the allowed value for the mass scale character-

izing the new physics. In Section 4 we study briefly the scalar potential

and show that there is not mixing between the lepton-number- conserving

and lepton-number-vjolatiiig scalar fields which could induce decays like

the neutrinoless double beta decay. The last section is devoted to our con-

clusions and some comments and, in the Appendix we give more details



about the definition of the charge conjugation operation we have used in

this work.

2 The Model

As we said before, the gauge model that we shall consider is one in which the

gauge group is SUL{3)'Q I'".*( 1 j - Thia is possibly the simplest way to enlarge

the gauge group SUi\2) © £VU) «* order to have doubly charged gauge

bosons, without losing the natural features of the standard electroweak

model. The price we must pay is the introduction of exotic quarks, with

electric charge 5/3 and - 4 / 3 .

In this model we have the processes appearing in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b),

the last diagram plays the same role as the similar diagram with Z° in the

standard model and it restores the "safe" high energy behavior of the model.

Both vector bosons V~ and V in Figs. 2a,b are very massive, and their

masses depend on the mass scale of the breaking of the SUL{Z) ® i-.v(l)

symmetry into SUi{2) ® Uy{\). Phenomenological bounds on this mass

scale will be given in the next section.



2.1 Yukawa Interactions

We start by choosing the following triplet representat.ons for the left-

handed fields of the first family,

t

ee

(2,0); (3)

and

(4)

for the respective right-handed fields. Notice that we have not introduced

right-handed neutrinos. The numbers 0,2/3 in Eq. (3) and 2 /3 , -1 /3 and

5/3 in Eq. (4) are í / \ ( l ) charges. The electric charge oj erator has been

defined as

7 = \ (A3 - N/3A,) + .V, (5)

where A3 and A8 are the usual Gell-Maun matrices; A* is proportional to

the unit matrix. Then, the exotic quark Jx. has electric charge +5/3.

The other two leptori generations also belong to triplet representations,

(3,0); T (3,0).

The nicJel is anomaly free if we have equal number of triplets and an-

titriplcts, counting the color of SCr(3)c, and furthermore requiring the sum

of all fermion charges to vanish. As in the model of Ref. [3j, the anomaly



titiu o« f ins foi the llin.f (•«•tH-niiious losjetlw-r ami u«*t j>»ut.tatnj[i

by generation.

Then, we must introduce the antitriplets:

c (7)

also with the respective right-handed fields iu singlets. The quarks J2 and

J3 have both charge —4/3.

In order to generate fvrmion masses, we introduce the following Higgs

triplets, rf, p and \:

\

1Í

(2,0); (3,1); (2,-D, (S)

These Higgs triplets will produce the following hierarchical symmetry

breaking

5£'L(3) 01^(1) ^ SCL(2)QUY(l)<^ Ut.m(l), (0)

The Yukawa Lagrangian, without considering the mixed terms between

quarks, is

1 ^ . . « t 7 . ^ . - GddRp + GJXJiHX)

(10)GnQ3LJsi) X' + h.c.
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with / = t,/i,T. Explicitly, we have for the leptons

(11)

aud using the definition of charge conjugation, $e = ->5CvT, that we shall

discuss hi the Appendix, we can write Eq. (11) as

+ *«W + Ac). (12)
i

In Eq. (12) there is lepton number violation through the coupling with the

T}* Higgs scalar.

For the first and second quark generations we have the following Yukawa

interactions

-CQy = GU(

+ Gd{üLdHp* + dLdRp°

+ dLJlRX" + Jj/

uJutX0 + CLJIRX** + L̂ Í2RX + ) + fc-c (13)

The Yukawa interactions for the third quark generation is obtained from

those of the second generation making c —» t, Ã —» b and Jj —»

73. hi Eq. (1U), since the iifutimos are massless there is not mix-

ing between leptons, it is not necessary at all to consider terms like

2 £n,m ^im4'c
MLÍ',n]LÜ['l] + h.c. where u,m = e,/i ,r, the coupling constants



The neutral component of the Higgs fields develops the following

vacuum-expectation value,

o

v j

. <«•>= > =

O

o

(14)

So, the masses of the fermions are m< = G|T£, for the charged leptons and

m.=
m,

(15)

for the quarks. The exotic quarks obtain their masses from the \-triplet.

Notice that, if we had had introduced right-handed neutrinos, we would

have massive Dirac neutrinos through their couplings with the i/ Higgs

triplet.

2.2 The Gauge Bosons

The gauge bosons of this theory consist of an octet W* associated with

SUi(Z) and a singlet Bm associated with tfjv(l) The covariant derivatives

are:

, + iS(W; - Ifa + ig'N^B,, (16)

where N+ denotes the JV charge for the y» Higgs multiplet, ipszii,p1 \- Using

Eqs. (14) in Eq. (16) we obtain the symmetry breaking pattern appear jg

in Eq. (9).
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TI* gauge bosons y/2W* = -(H^-iW7), yfíV' S -OV«-ilK*) *nd

" = - (H*-i lVT) have the following masses:

Aft - i,J « + -j) ;*# - ;*' K + «*) ;Ml = ±,* (.j + v\) (17)

Notice that even if P, = wA * P / ^ , being v the usual vacuum expectation

value of tbe Higgs in the standard model, the «̂  must be large enotgh in

order to keep the new gauge batons, V* and U**t sufficiently heavy in «der

to have consistence with. low energy phenomenology. On tbe other hand,

the neutral gauge basons have the following mass matrix in the {W\ IV*, B)

M2 = -a2 (18)

and, since det M2 — 0 we must have a photon after the symmetry breaking.

If we had had introduced a £", the matrix A/3 in Eq. (IS) would be such

that det M3 ^ 0. In fact, the dngenvaiucs of the matrix in Eq. (18) are:

\ = 0, (19)

where we have used vx > v0A for the rase of Mz and A/z». Notice that

the Z* boson has a mass proportional to r, and, like the charged bosons

V+ , l /+ + , must be very massive. In tbe present model we have

where t a

co»20nrAif

jr 1+3 Í 3

= tantf, and in order to obtain the usual relation

A/,2,-, with co»7^v « 0.78, we must have Í as 54° i.e.,



tan10 ss 11/6. Then, we can Ulcntihed 2Ú as the neutral gauge boson

of the standard model.

The neutral physical states are:

( l+3 í a ) i

Concerning the vector bosons, we have the following trilinear interactions:

W+WN, V+V-N, V++U—N and W+V+U", where JV could be any of

the neutral vector bosons A, Z° or Z10.

2.3 Charged and Neutral Currents

The interactions among the gauge bosons and fermions are read off from

CF = toiHd, + ig'B,N)R + Lind* + ig'B^N + ^A. IVJI, (22)

where R represents any right-handed singlet and I any left-handed triplet.

Let us consider first the leptons. For the charged leptons, we have the

electromagnetic interaction by identifying the electron charge as (see the

Appendix)

and the charged current interactions are

ft E {*un*hW+ + fo'iu*? + trfhUt* + h.c.). (24)
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Notice that as we have not assigned to the gauge bosons a lepton num-

ber, we have explicit breakdown of this quantum number induced by the

V+, t / + + gauge bosons. A similar mechanism for lepton number violation

was proposed in Ret (9] but in that reference the lepton-mimber-violating

currents are coupled to the standard gauge bosons and they are propor-

tional to a small parameter appearing in this model.

For the first generation of quarks we have the following charged current

interactions:

rgW - - 4 (fin%i.H? + JiLruLv;+in-fJxLV--+h.c), (25)

and, for lhe second generation of quarks we have

C%% = --2= (cLl"dtLW* - hrfJitLV; + crfh+iV" + h.c). (26)

The charge changing interactions for the third generation of quarks are

obtained from those of the second generation, making c —» t, a —• b and

h — Jy- We have mixing only in the Q=—\ and Q=-\ sectors, then in

Eqs. (25) and (26) dt,»t and J2# mean Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa states

in the three and two-dimensional flavor space if, 3,6 and 7at ̂ 3 respectively.

Similarly, we Iiave the neutral currents coupled to both Z° and 2 *

massive vector bosons, according to the Lagrangian

^ " ^ 2 ^

with //(/) st 1 + 4fJ, fur neutrinos and

'iv* + a/7
6)/Z, + h'M + otfm (28)
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for the charged leptons, where we have used /J,?"//, — —ÍHIÍ^IR and defined

vi = - 1 / M 0 . «< = 1, («)
.

With t2 = 11/6, vi and at have the same values of the standard model.

As it was said before, the quark representations in £qs. (3) and (7) are

symmetry eigenstates, that is, they are related to the mass eigenstates by

Cabibbo-like angles. As we have one triplet and two antitriplcts, it should

be expected to exist flavor changing neutral currents. Notwithstanding, as

we shall show below, when we calculate the neutral currents explicitly, we

find that all of them, for the same charge sector, have equal factors and

the GIM [2] cancellation is automatic in neutral currents coupled to Z°.

Remind that in the standard electroweak model, the GIM mechanism is a

consequence of having each charge sector the same coupling with Z°, for

example for the charge +2/3 sector,

av
SM = - 1 . (30)

The Lagrangian interaction among quarks and the Z° is

i + « í7 i)#jÍ Í W (31)

where i s= ti, c,t,d,s,6, Ju J3, J3; with

a1 '» - 1 ,

(32)
Jl m -2Qt7/3h{t)t aJ> m 0, (c)

^ a 16í3/3/i(í), a* « a * - 0, (d)
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U, and D mean the charge +2/3 and - 1 / 3 respectively, the same for

Notice that as it was said above, there is not flavor changing neutral cur-

rent coupled to the Z° field and that the exotic quarks couple to Z° only

through vector currents. It is easy to verily that for the Q = | , —| sectors

the respective coefficients v and o also coincide with those of the stan-

dard electroweak model if i3 = 11/6, as required to maintain the relation

cos &wSfz — M\y.

The same cancellation does not happen with the corresponding currents

coupled to the Z* boson, each quark having its respective coefficients.

Explicitly, we have

\j W + aV)*.jZ;, (33)

where

(a)

-(1 + «*)/^5Ã(i), (6)

- a ' c , (c)

a"1,
(34)

for the usual quarks, and

for the exotic quarks.
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3 The Scalar Potential

The most general gauge invariant potential involving the three Higgs

triplets is

2 + Hxfx)7

(36)

the coupling / has dimcsion of mass. We can analyse the scalar spectrum

defining /

if m v, + Ht + ihu p° = v2 + H; + ih2t \0-v3 + Hi + ih3, (37)

where we have redefined vnly/2,vffy/2 and vx/y/2 as t/|,t/j and Ü3 respec-

tively, and for simplicity we are not considering relative phases between

the vacuum expectation values. Here we are only interested in the charged

Bcalars spectrum. Requiring that the shifted potential has no linear terms

in any of the Hi and hi fields, t = 1,2,3 we obtain in the tree approximation

the following constraint equations:

0,

i£ + Re fatf*» * 0,
i + 2X3vl + Xsv\ + V I + Re fv^v^ « 0,

Then, it is possible to verify that there is a doubly charged Goldstone boson

and a doubly charged physical scalar. There are also two singly charged

14



Goldstone bosons

)/(Vi+V3)>, ^

and two singly charged physical scalars

with masses m\ = /t>a(»flv3 + vivi') w1^ m| = /i^(wf*»a + vi"1^) respec-

tively. We can see from Bq. (40) that the mixing occurs between i £ and x~»

i/J" and />' but not between ?;," and 17J. This implies that the neutrinokss

double beta decay does not occur in the minimal model. It is necessary to

introduce two new Higgs triplets, say, <r,u> with the quantum numbers of

17 to have mixing between rjl and t/J. In this case the potential has terms

with ij —• (r,u> in Eq. (36) and terms which mix r\,o and u>. In particular

the term cIJ*r;,<r;k*»4 mixs ih^it^i with ifc , a 7 , w j (10].

4 Phenomenological Consequences

In this model, the lepton number is violated in the heavy charged vector

bosons exchange but it is not in the neutral exchange ones, because neutral

interactions are diagonal in the lepton sector. However, we have flavor

changing neutral currents in the quark sector coupled to the heavy neutral

vector boson Z10. All these heavy bosons have a mass which depends on vx

and this vacuum expectation value is, in principle, arbitrary.
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Processes like ft" —• e'i/gV,, are the typical ones, involving leptons,

which are induced by lepton-number-violating charged currents in the

present model. It is well known that the ratio

^ <«>

tests the nature of the leptou family number conservation, i.e., additive vs.

multiplicative. Roughly we have

where A(Z.a) and A(3.b) arc the amplitudes for the processes in Fig. (3.a)

and (3.b) respectively. Experimentally R < 5 x 10~2 [11], then we have

that the occurrence of the decay /*~ —»t~vtv^ implies that My > 2Mw-

In addition to decays, effects like e£ejj -* VfL^tH will also occur in

accelerators, but these events impose cuustraints on the masses of the vector

bosons which are weaker than those coming from the decays. Notice that

the incoming negative charged lepton is right-handed because the lepton-

number-violating interactions with the V+ vector boson in Eq. (24) is a

right-handed current for the electron.

The doubly charged vector boson U will produce'deviations from the

pure QED Moller scattering which could be detected at high energies.

Stronger bounds on the masses of the exotic vector bosons come from

flavor changing neutral currents induced by Z**. The contribution to the

K% - Kg mass difference due to the exchange of a heavy neutral boson

appears in Fig. 4. From Eq. (33) we have explicitly

16



with v*'* and a'd't given in Eq. (34c,d) respectively, and for simplicity we

have assumed only two-family mixing. Then, Eq. (42) produces at low

energies the effective interaction,

g2 /Afz\*cos30csin2i?e t3 ml Sx \%

where we have defined

cm **-•"- -£(1 + 3^/^(0,
c 8 s c " - a » = -ew.

The contribution of the c-quark in the standard model is [12J:

with g3/BM\y — Gf/^2. We can obtain the constraint upon the neutral

Z10 mass assuming, as usual, that any additional contribution to the Kg —

A'° mass difference from the Zn boson cannot be much bigger than the

contribution of the charmed quark [13]. Then, from Eqs. (43) and (45) we

get

Mf*>Q^^|tan'^)A^, (46)

which implies the following lower bound on the mass of the Z10:

M2*>4QTeV.

Prom this value and Eq. (19) we see that vx must satisfy

that is, vx > \2TtV. As the vacuum expectation value of the x Higgs is

<\9>sz vJy/2 then we have that <x°> >8.4TeV. This also implies, from



Eq. (17), that the masses of the cliarged vector bosons V~,U are larger

than ATeV.

5 Conclusions

If we admit lepton number violation, SU{3) could be a good symmetry at

high energies, at least for the lightest ieptoos (u, e~, e+). Assuming that this

is a local gauge symmetry, the rest of the model follows naturally, including

the exotic quarks, J's. To the best of our knowledge, there is not laboratory

or cosmological/astrophysical constraints to the masses of the exotic quarks

("Josions")- J| and J2,3 with charge + | and — £ respectively but, they

must be too massive to be detected by present accelerators. For the case

of the heavy vector boson», charged £•', V ("Wanios") and the neutral Z10

("Zezeons"), rare decays restraint their masses as we have shown before.

It is interesting to note that no extremely high mass scale emerges in this

model making possible its experimental test in future accelerators.

Vertices like the following, appear in the scalar-vector sector:

; | [K (*r*V - *fcV) + v; (tf * y - a^y)] , (47)

aud also with r/ -* c,u/, when these two new triplets are added to the model.

Then we have mixing in the scalar sector which imply 1-loop contributions

to the (/7/?)<h. involving the vector bosons V~,U but these are less than

contributions at tree level through scalar exchange [10]. On the other hand,

this model cannot produce processes like K~ -* n*e'fi~ and r" —*

with / * e, ft.
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Notice that the definition of the charge conjugation transformation we

have used in this work, see the Appendix, has physical consequences only in

• the Yukawa interactions and in the currents coupled to the heavy charged

gauge bosons where an opposite sign appears with respect to the usual

definition of that transformation.
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APPENDIX

In this appendix we shall treat in more detail how it is possible to get

a Yukawa interactions from Eq. (11).

In the present model we have put together in the same multiplet the

charged leptons and their respective charge conjugated field. That is, both

of them are considered as the two independent fermion degrees of freedom.

If we use the usual definition of the charge conjugation transformation $c —

Ctyr, 0* = -if>TC~l the Yukawa couplings in Eq. (11) vanish, including the

mass terms. This is a consequence of the degrees of freedom we have chosen.

Notwithstanding, it is possible to define the charge conjugation operation

as follows:



This definition is consistent with tniantuin elertnxlynauiics since its only

eiFect is to change the sign of the mass term in the Dirac equation for the

charge conjugated spinor i>c with respect to the mass term of the spinor V>,

and it is well known that the sign of the mass term in the Dirac equation

has no physical meaning. With the negative sign, the upper components

of the spinor are the "large" ones, and with the positive sign, the large

components are the lower ones [14].

. Using this definition it is easy to verify that I j ^ = -IRIL instead of

J j^ = +/]R/L, which follows using the usual definition of the charge conju-

gation transformation.

On the other hand, the definition of charge conjugation we have used

in this work, produces the same effect as the usual one in bilinear terms as

the vector interaction. Then, in the kinetic term and the vector interaction

with the photon, it is not possible to distinguish both definitions. For

example, the kinetic terms in the model are

with / a= e,/i, T and it can be written as

where the right-handed electron has been interpreted as the absence of a

left-handed positron with ( - £ \ -p).

For charged leptons we have the electromagnetic interaction

20



and using tílT^-liYln we obtain the usual vector interaction —tli*lAmy

but on the other hand, in the charged currents we have PIHIL = -JRVIL-
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 (a) t~t~ -» W~V~ process induced by right-handed currents,

L and R denote the hantletlness of the current at the vertex, and q is

the momentum transfer, (b) Diagram for W~W~ —* t~t~ with massive

Majorana neutrinos, both vertices are left-handed.

Fig. 2 Diagram for W"V~ -* t't" due to the existence of right-handed

current (a) and doubly charged gauge boson (b).

Fig. 3 (a) Lepton number conserving process, (b) Lepton number violating

process.

Fig. 4 2** exchange contribution to the effective Lagrangian for Ks — Ki

mixing.
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